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INTRO:   
 
Hello Listeners. Thanks for joining us today for this edition of Columbia Chronicles.  If you’re 
interested in learning more about our community and how it works, you’ve come to the right 
place.  It’s your chance to better understand how the news… may affect you and your life…. 
And all it takes is about five minutes of your time. Today’s topic revolves around Economics and 
their effects on citizens. 
 
When financial times are tough, it can be hard for some folks to afford special activities... like 
going out to see a movie... or having a nice dinner. 
 
But thanks to the efforts of the Columbia Fireflies, seeing a live baseball game… is within 
financial reach for many families. 
 
In today's edition of Columbia Chronicles, reporter Drew Hall takes us to Segra Field to find out 
how the Fireflies are attracting fans by offering affordable tickets… with an extra dose of fun. 
 
 

FULL EPISODE TRANSCRIPT 
 
 
Drew:  I'm sitting here with McKenzie Brown, Community Engagement Manager for the 
Columbia Fireflies. How are you doing McKenzie? 
 
McKenzie:  I'm good. Nice to meet you and get ready to talk about the fireflies. 
 
Drew:  So let's start with something easy, what is your favorite part about working here? 
 
McKenzie:  My favorite part? Umm, I would say definitely the game days. Being able to interact 
with fans and show them how much fun they can have at a baseball game.  
 
Drew:  What are some of the things, like some promotions or some initiatives you guys are 
doing to bring people  
 
McKenzie: Right, yeah, so I don't know if you've ever been to a USC game before or a different 
baseball game that's not minor league, they don't have a lot of, you know, the entertainment 
factor with promotions between innings and different theme nights that we have so definitely our 
promotions will draw people, we just had a Game of Thrones Night last week, so that was a 
theme night. We had a bunch of people taking pictures with our made up iron throne that our 
marketing intern and our promotions manager made. So that was really cool. And we also have 
different promotions that we partner with sponsors. We just partnered with Chick-fil-A with 



"Fowl" balls. So we're doing something new this year. if a fan catches a foul ball they can get it 
stamped with a Chick-Fil-A stamp at guest services and we can give them a gift card for a free 
milkshake. So that's just another experience we've added there as well. Thirsty Thursdays 
is always a big hit with the college crowd, that's half-off draft and dollar Bud Light all night. 
And also soft drinks as well, if you don't want to drink alcohol. We also have 2 dollar Tuesdays, 
we just have a lot of different things that we strive to market and reach out to different people 
 
Drew:  Now I noticed through the news and I've been hearing around, especially in Major 
League Baseball, but with the Fireflies as well, there's been a lot of outreach to the 
Latino community, like they're playing baseball games in Mexico for the big leagues and I know 
you guys that Hispanic twitter account and you guys are doing chicharrones, you guys became 
the Chicharrones? 
 
McKenzie:  Yeah, so, that's part of the Copa de Diversion division in Minor League Baseball. 
So what it is, is all of these teams that are participating in it, they sort of re-branded into a Latino 
brand. So we are the Los Chicharonnes, which means the pork rinds in English, since that is a 
very popular southern snack for people to eat down here. So yeah just kind of getting in more of 
that Latino community and bringing people together with baseball. That's also what I love about 
sports and Minor League Baseball is we always try to bring the community together and that's 
something I enjoy.  
 
Drew:  Now, would you say that has been successful in bringing more Latino people to these 
games? 
 
McKenzie:  Oh yeah, for sure. We were able to partner with a non-profit, called PASOS for 1 of 
the games. They were able to bring out a lot of people for the game. We also had a band come 
along, so people were doing the tango out in the concourse, so that was really cool. I think it 
definitely reached out to a lot of people out there. 
 
Drew:  A lot of other, especially minor league teams come out with these crazy uniforms, or 
crazy promotions, do you guys look at other teams and be like "man we could do something like 
that to bring people to our games"? 
 
McKenzie:  Oh yeah for sure. I mean we are always trying to feed off of each other and other, 
different teams. We actually have a promotions convention that minor league baseball put on 
every year. So its just kind of a way for all of the different teams to interact with each other and 
feed off of one another on ideas we've had in the past or in the future so definitely. I guess the 
big thing probably would have been Copa. This was our first year doing it and other teams have 
done it in the past and it's been very successful so, that's kind of 1 of the themes that we jumped 
on really quick when we saw the success.  
 
Drew:  One last thing, what can fans look forward to the rest of the season? Anything coming up 
in terms of promotions or deals? 
 
McKenzie:  Yeah, we have a bunch of different theme nights coming up, we have Ft. Jackson 
Night coming up, Firefighters night, we have special entertainment acts that are coming. So, 



Tyler's amazing balancing act, he can actually balance basically anything on his face. We also 
have; stand up to cancer, 60's night, Zuperstars, who are another entertainment group coming. So 
we just have a bunch of different ideas and things coming along this season, so the season is not 
over yet. 
 
Drew:  For more information on the Columbia Fireflies visit MiLB.com/Fireflies.  For Columbia 
Chronicles, I'm Drew Hall.  
 
Columbia Chronicles provides in-depth coverage of news and issues important to the greater 
Columbia community.   It’s produced through a partnership between the University of South 
Carolina’s School of Journalism and Mass Communications and USC Student Media.  


